A Message for Mom and Dad:
“I can build whatever I want”

A child’s mind is a wonderful thing... ready to explore the world and to expect the unexpected. The world of LEGO toys is designed to satisfy your child’s growing mind, with an element of surprise and fun built into every item.

Take the #6979 Interstellar Starfighter, for example. It has all kinds of extras, like magnets for attaching the smaller ship. Special encrypted stickers for space-age fun. A unique fiber-optic system that gives the effect of pulsating light beams. And the best part is, the Interstellar Starfighter takes your child on journeys into deep space—but can also land in the middle of the Wild West or the Outback. Or to the world of Castle. Because, like your child’s imagination, LEGO toys know no boundaries.

You’ll find over 250 LEGO toys and accessories in our BIGGEST catalog ever—many of them unique or hard-to-find in stores. So take a few moments to browse through these pages. And see the wonderful worlds and the delightful surprises that await your child’s growing mind.

ORDER NOW AND RELAX!

Place your holiday orders as early as possible. Every year we are surprised by one or two exceptionally popular items that sell out quickly. The last thing we want are disappointed children during the holidays, so place your orders now while we still have everything in stock!

Plus, if you place an order of $75 or more from this catalog by November 28, 1997 you’ll receive an exclusive T-shirt FREE! See order form for more details.

Customer Care Center

Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling!
With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your holiday budget won’t be nibbled away by extra charges. The prices you see include regular shipping and handling.

Day-After-Tomorrow Delivery — Only $5!
Need it quick? Express delivery is now available for a small extra charge. Call by 2 p.m. Eastern Time and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 2-4 business days!

Look for this special symbol throughout the catalog.
Sets with this symbol contain an application to join the LEGO Club for FREE! See order form for details.

An Important Safety Message
LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are not suitable and may pose a hazard to children under three years of age. LEGO DUPOLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under three.
INTERSTELLAR STARFIGHTER

It's the most feared ship in the galaxy—the largest alien force! And it's at your command, complete with pulsating red lights created by fiber optics. A smaller ship attaches to the Starfighter with magnets, then releases for quick getaways. Encrypted stickers await your touch—and give you clues to the aliens' dastardly plans! Includes 1 droid and 2 aliens. Red lights are powered by a micro motor which requires one 9 volt battery (not included). Ages 8-12. 229 pieces. #6975 Interstellar Starfighter $88.00

The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee

We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there's any reason you're not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
ALL NEW UFO!

Watch the skies for these awesome UFO's. They're loaded with secret compartments, magnets, lasers, holograms, and heat sensitive stickers. And watch out for the Alien Leader!

A. #6820 Radon Rover
Ages 6-12. 52 pieces. $8.75

Cockpit opens for easy Alien access.

Secret compartment in back hides computer records.

Heat-sensitive sticker reveals sizzling secret.

Lift the rear laser panel and open the doors to reveal hidden compartment for droid navigator.

B. WARP-WING FIGHTER
Zoom through space at warp speed! This high-speed fighter has special heat-sensitive stickers and holograms—only you can read their secrets! Includes alien pilot and droid navigator.
Ages 7-12. 234 pieces.
#6915 Warp-Wing Fighter $33.00

Rudders tip for tip-top flight.
C. ALIEN AVENGER

Here come the aliens in a flying saucer that really spins! Magnets hold the escape pod and a vehicle for quick getaways. Plus a smaller vehicle fits in the secret compartment. Now touch the special decals to decode the alien messages! Includes one droid and three aliens. Ages 8-12. 361 pieces.

#6975 Alien Avenger $66.00

Lots of lasers

Magnetic crane picks up planetary patroller, and lifts it into the saucer. Plus, alien rover vehicle hides in secret compartment.

Three Alien observation windows

Touch this sticker and the action really heats up!

Disc spins to make this a real flying saucer.

D. #6818 Cyborg Scout
35 pieces $3.50

Here ya go!

E. #6836 V-Wing Fighter
39 pieces $4.50

DELUXE ALIEN ADVENTURE COLLECTION

Your UFO adventures are unlimited with this special collection of UFO models. Includes:

- #6915 Warp Wing Fighter
- #6975 Alien Avenger

and get the #6829 Radon Rover and #6836 V-Wing Fighter—FREE!

Ages 8-12. 556 pieces in all! A $110.25 Value.

#6975 Deluxe Alien Adventure Collection Catalog Special — Only $96!

Free Radon Rover and V-Wing Fighter!

CHECK OUT OUR COOL NEW UFO SCREEN SAVER AT WWW.LEGO.COM

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Discover a Whole New World...

**Underwater!**

**A. DIVING EXPEDITION EXPLORER**

It's the biggest diving expedition ever -- and you're the captain of the mission! Down in the ocean depths the divers search for treasure -- and hope they don't find the octopus cave by mistake! Comes with five divers, boat captain, a skeleton and all kinds of dangerous sea creatures and underwater treasures. Ages 8-12. 464 pieces.

#6580 Diving Expedition Explorer $79.00

*Not Available in any Store!*  

Nice back flip!

Lift and lower the shark cage and sub with the crane.

---

**B. #6555 Sea Hunter**

Ages 5-12  
30 pieces. $4.50

Meet Diver Dan

Diver Dan the scuba man has found 12 of Captain Red Beard's wrecked treasure ships. Dan can tame the most dangerous sea creatures. He skates on skates, surfs on stingrays and cuts up wrecks with sawfish. The only critter he has problems with is the great white shark who took a bite out of Dan's favorite flippers.


C. TREASURE HUNTERS

Launch the submersible from the expedition boat with the tow line and get ready for an amazing underwater expedition. A special deep sea camera lets you film the mysteries of the deep. Includes expedition ship, submersible, 2 divers, boat captain, stingray and lots of diving gear.

139 pieces.

#6557 Treasure Hunters $22.00

If this stingray would only stay still for a minute, I could get a good shot.

D. SHARK CAGE COVE

Make sure you find the treasure before the shark and sawfish find YOU! If their teeth lock too sharp and too close you can always keep safe in the protective shark cage. Then signal your partner to hoist you up to the safety of the boat! Includes boat captain, 2 divers, and lots of diving gear and underwater treasures.

185 pieces.

#6558 Shark Cage Cove $33.00

INCLUDES application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Discover the Secrets of the Sea

A. Sting Ray Explorer
Shipwreck, seaweed -- or stingray! View it all from the portholes of this high tech submersible. A separate underwater video camera system scans the ocean floor and can film even the darkest depths. Includes 3 divers, underwater camera and lots of diving gear. 147 pieces. #6442 Sting Ray Explorer $22.00

B. Deep Sea Bounty
Inside the whale's skeleton where few dare to enter... lies a secret cave and priceless treasure! Be careful. No diver has been able to take the treasure without getting trapped inside the jaws of the skeletal beast. Includes expedition boat, mini-sub, underwater camera, x-ray machine, shark cage and lots of diving equipment. But watch out -- the sea is full of dangers, including a stingray, octopus, sawfish and even sharks! Comes with 4 divers and boat captain. Ages 8-12. 244 pieces. #8595 Deep Sea Bounty $44.00

Try to take the treasure — don't get trapped!
C. DEEP REEF REFUGE

Dive down to amazing depths! Take the support ship to the site and rig up the crane's recovery net. Dock the laboratory on the ocean floor — it's equipped with an x-ray machine to study underwater organisms. Mayday! A great white shark, stingray, and sawfish are surrounding the lab — but not for long! The submersible equipped with grabber arms can quickly chase them away. Also includes 4 divers, boat captain, dolphin, octopus, special underwater cellophone, and lots of diving gear.

Ages 8-12. 433 pieces.

#6441 Deep Reef Refuge $65.00

Hang up your scuba tanks inside the lab and check out the crazy critters under the microscope!

X-RAY UNDERWATER FINDS!

SANDY, THIS LAB IS REALLY COOL!

Lower supplies and haul up treasure with the ship's crane.

Pick up treasure with the sub's grabber arms.

The sub's cargo door open and close for easy loading.

Watch out for the three 9's! Sharks, sawfish and stingrays!

Insert tile into x-ray machine and check out the insides of cool sea creatures.

Close the underwater lab when sharks get too close!

Now I'm safe and dry!
**A. Rapid River Village**

A complete tribal village and you're the chief! You control the secret cave, the watchtower, 2 trapdoors and tree trunks that fall on command! Plus you get two tepees, a canoe, campfires, totem pole, two horses, seven figures, and two hollow tree trunks to hide in.

Ages 8-12. 343 pieces.

#6766 Rapid River Village $73.00

**Push gray brick to the right — the trap door drops intruders into the secret cave.**

**Push the gray brick back to drop logs through the trap door.**

---

**Hard To Find**

**Create Your Own Canyon Adventures With:**

- #6748 Boulder Cliff Canyon
- #6746 Chief's Tepee
- #6718 Rain Dance Ridge FREE!

452 pieces in all. A $74.75 value.

#6748 Canyon Adventure Catalog Special — Only $66.00!

---

**FREE Rain Dance Ridge!**

---

#6718 Rain Dance Ridge 71 pieces $8.75
C. CHIEF’S TEPEE

This place near the creek is perfect for tribal meetings with the chief. Comes with totem pole and decorated tepee, three figures, a horse, hollow tree trunk, snakes and birds.

Ages 7-12. 131 pieces. #8746 Chief’s Tepee $22.00

D. #332 Wild West Accessories
31 pieces. $6.00

Hard To Find

Push the wrong rock and start a landslide.

E. BOULDER CLIFF CANYON

Cross cliffs carefully on the log bridge, canoe the rapids and ride through the canyon with the chief and his tribe. Then, see if you can find the secret hiding place in the giant boulder. After a day full of adventure, cook dinner over an open fire and settle in your tepee for the night. Includes six figures, snakes and a hollow tree stump to hide in. Ages 7-12. 250 pieces. #8748 Boulder Cliff Canyon $45.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
SADDLE UP FOR SOME WILD WEST ACTION

Cheating card players beware! Turn the table one way and you'll end up in jail -- turn it the other way and make an escape!

Stash gold coins in secret spot!

Flatfoot! The Law will catch up with you!

You'll never get me, Sheriff!

A. FORT LEGOREDO

Build this huge cavalry fort and let the flags wave high. Its 6 cavalry officers are prepared to tackle any trouble -- including those good-for-nothin' bandits. There are two trapdoors -- one sends cheating card players to prison and the other is a secret exit. Also includes a cannon, gold bugle, dynamite and card bricks, 3 bandits. 1 deputy, and secret places for stashing gold. Ages 8-12. 668 pieces.

#6789 Fort Legoredo $39.00

B. SHERIFF'S LOCK-UP

Stand tall and ride proud as you uphold the law! The jail holds your prisoner secure. Unless, that is, another bandit tries to break him out of jail. Includes Sheriff, deputy, 2 bandits, and dynamite, card card and wanted poster bricks. 170 pieces.

#6753 Sheriff's Lock-Up $27.50

Bart inserts the dynamite brick into side of jail and off flies the wall. The bandit escaped!
C. GOLD CITY JUNCTION
Just like the early pioneers, you can build your own frontier mining town. But guard it closely — those bandits are robbin' the bank, holdin' up the stagecoach, lootin' the General Store and just causin' trouble! Includes Sheriff Wild Wyatt, West, Deputy, banker, cavalry officer, Black Bart and 2 Cowboys. Ages 8-12. 337 pieces.
#8765 Gold City Junction $44.00

Insert the dynamite brick into the side of the bank and the front wall flies off so the bandits can get at the safe.

D. BANDIT'S SECRET HIDEOUT
Look sharp and step lightly as you approach this abandoned gold mine — it's booby trapped! A secret barrel drops down on intruders. Includes moveable stables, a secret hiding place for gold, safe, gold coins, dynamite and card bricks, gold nuggets, two cavalry officers and three bandits. 237 pieces.
#6761 Bandit's Secret Hideout $44.00

THE ULTIMATE WILD WEST TOWN KIT
Create your own Wild West Town with this awesome collection! Includes:
A. #6764 Fort Legoreado
B. #6765 Gold City Junction
C. #6765 Sheriff's Lock-up FREE!

Ages 8-12. 1,175 pieces in all! A $180.95 Value.
#K769 Wild West Town Kit
Catalog Special — ONLY $159.00

FREE Sheriff's Lock-up

NEW!
#6705 Frontier Patrol
Ages 5-12. 25 pieces. $6.75

Booby trap the hideout with trip wire that sends the cannon rolling out of the abandoned mine!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!
Aquanautes watch out... Aquasharks beware... the super sly

**Aquaraiders**

are HERE!

**NEW!**

Choose the best drill for each mission and put it on the front of the ship!

A. HYDRO REEF WRECKER

You’re armed with not one, not two, but THREE super powerful drills to bore through the ocean floor in search of crystals! Fold side fins in to slice through the water, then roll along on the wheels to conquer the ocean floor. Also includes two crystal storage boxes in the back of the ship, working compass, 4 crystals and two sneaky Aquaraiders.

Ages 8-12. 278 pieces.

#2162 Hydro Reef Wrecker $44.00

No one will catch you in the super fast mini escape ship!

Stash crystals in back of ship.

B. CRYSTAL CRAWLER

For even more exciting adventures, add the Crystal Crawler to your Aquanaut fleet. This sleek ship is perfect for high speed underwater chases — with four separate propellers, it can zoom forward and backward through the water in pursuit of crystal-scratching Aquaraiders. Once you’ve chased the Aquaraiders away, roll along the ocean floor, picking up crystals with two grabbing arms.

Aquanaut included. 92 pieces.

#6145 Crystal Crawler $13.25
C. AQUA DOZER
Prowl the ocean floor and scoop up crystals in the dozer’s bucket. A working compass on the tail will guide this sneaky ship through dark underwater caves. And if you need to escape quickly, pop open the cockpit and zoom away in the mini stealth vehicle! Includes one Aquaraiders. Ages 8-12. 133 pieces. #2161 Aqua Dozer $27.50

D. CRYSTAL SCAVENGER
From the eerie green cockpit of the Crystal Scavenger, the Aquaraiders use the ship’s drill and underwater saw to tunnel through the ocean floor in search of crystals. One Aquaraiders with a green book for a hand, sits at the controls. 107 pieces. #2163 Crystal Scavenger $16.50

E. DEEP SEA PREDATOR
One look at this sub strikes fear into the heart of any Aquaraiders. At the helm is an Aquashark, armed with a harpoon and knife, his only protection against the dangers of the deep sea. And swimming alongside is a man-eating shark! 88 pieces. #6155 Deep Sea Predator $22.00

Includes magnetic crystal-grabbing arm.
Underwater Action!

Sharks watch your backs, the Aquanauts are planning an attack to get their crystals back!

With this working compass, you'll never get lost!

Shark's super ship sits on Crystal Cave to create "home base."

Launch mini-sub with grabber arm.

Magnetic crystal-grabbing arm snatches the crystal box in a snap!

Scoop up crystals with sub's slick grabbing and magnetic arms!

Follow the Aquashark ship— but watch out for its grasping claw arm, powerful magnetic arm, and glistening harpoons. The hideout has its dangers, too— like the secret cave dungeon that's almost impossible to escape from! You're sure to think up all kinds of amazing adventures with the hungry shark, underwater scooter, two Aquasharks and real working compass. Ages 9-12. 259 pieces.

#6190 Shark's Crystal Cave $54.00
AQUAZONE

AGES 5-12

D. CRYSTAL EXPLORER SUB
As you glide through the deep, you spot something in the distance. Glimmering in the dark, it's the crystal you need to survive underwater! Your sub is fully equipped for the mission, with a magnetic arm, a pincher arm and a red box to store the crystals in. But first, open the cockpit door — and see if you can snatch the crystal away from the octopus!
Ages 7-12. 163 pieces.
6175 Crystal Explorer Sub $33.00

E. NEPTUNE DISCOVERY LAB
Feel a sense of pride as you build and control the heart of the entire undersea operation — the lab where priceless crystals are harvested. The submarine uses its grabbing and magnetic arms to bring the crystals in. Use the crane to unlock the crystals — then send the sub back out for another daring mission in uncharted territory. But watch out for that octopus — it looks hungry!
Ages 6-12. 432 pieces.
6185 Neptune Discovery Lab $59.00

With this working compass, you'll never get lost!
Unload crystals on conveyor with crafty crane... COOL!

I'm armed, but not dangerous.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

FREE Application to Join the LEGO Club

LEGO
BIG pieces for little hands... and GIANT imaginations!

A. ALL ABOARD!
At a certain stage children learn that they have the power to make things react to their touch. Your young engineer will just love making the train run and stop, go backwards and automatically change direction. The battery powered Cargo Train can go everywhere — it runs on the track and directly on the floor. Plus, unlike ordinary toy trains, your child builds both locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them his or her own way. It’s a toy that stays fresh, a new adventure each time. Ages 3-8, 88 pieces.

#2745 Deluxe DUPLO Battery Cargo Train $109.00

Power Saving Design.
The battery train will run at least 8 hours on 3 AA alkaline batteries (batteries not included). The power saving feature goes into action when the train has not been touched by your child for two minutes.

Curtains open and close.

Even little fingers can press the button that makes the doorbell ring — ding, dong!

B. “Ding, dong”— the doorbell really rings!
And that’s just one of the wonderful surprises your child will find in the largest DUPLO house ever. In every room there are plenty of cupboards and appliances to keep little ones busy. Ages 2-8, 77 pieces.

#2794 My DUPLO House $86.00

C. Bath Time Fun!
The harbor has a dock for loading, a truck for driving, a working hook and reel, a fishing boat and a lifeboat to zoom through the seas. There’s even a friendly whale to keep your child company on his/her endless adventures! Includes three harbor workers. Ages 2-5, 52 pieces.

#2667 Harbor $52.00
E. Sound the Alarm!
The Fire Station has all the details of a real fire house—a truck, a helicopter, a chute to slide down, hoses that attach to the vehicles and to the hydrant, telephones with handsets that can be lifted and held, a radar dish that turns—and three brave firefighters ready to save the day! Ages 2-6. 47 pieces.

F. Fun at the DUPLO Farm
Your child will moo and oink and neigh and cluck while keeping busy on the farm. There’s so much to do—like hitch up the cart or plow the tractor, feed the animals and ride the horses. Includes large barn, two horses, two pigs, two cows, one sheep, three chickens and four farmers. Ages 2-5. 70 pieces.

D. Additional Tracks
(not pictured)
#2734 Six Straight Tracks measure 30 inches. $5.50
#2735 Six Curved Tracks build a 22 inch half circle. $6.50

From Infants to Preschool

Looking for more LEGO Preschool toys for your little one? Call today for a FREE LEGO Preschool Holiday catalog with over 100 more items
1-800-453-4652

Boat really floats—great for bath time fun!

Not Available in any Store!

R-i-n-g! R-i-n-g! Push the button to sound the alarm!

Not Available in any Store!

Your child can drop LEGO DUPLO blocks into the wagon.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Look What I Built!

Freestyle sets have the kind of specialty pieces we know kids love... wheels, hinges, propellers, curvy pieces, and little people that let kids create the wildest things possible!

A. #345 Create a Home Bucket
   Ages 3-12.
   127 pieces.
   $15.00

B. #4133 Free to be Me Bucket
   Ages 3-12.
   124 pieces.
   $15.00

C. #4134 Animal Fun Bucket
   Ages 3-12.
   284 pieces.
   $23.00

D. Build Like Crazy
   Includes 400 assorted LEGO bricks in five colors: 95 white, 95 blue, 81 yellow, 81 red and 48 black bricks in a variety of sizes.
   #639 5+ Bulk Bricks $19.75

E. #4147 Creativity Cannister
   Ages 4-12.
   182 pieces.
   $15.50

F. Just Build It!
   Roll up your sleeves and get ready to go—because you'll be building like crazy with the 596 pieces inside. Build all kinds of intricate and awesome creations. Then add to the fun with doors, windows, trees, propellers, wheels, figures and other special pieces.
   Ages 6-12. 596 pieces.
   #4162 8+ Building Set $27.50

A. B. and C. Stack up the Savings and Get 3 Gifts!

Your child will build like crazy with all the specialty pieces in these three buckets (#345, #4133 and #4134). Includes: 6 figure heads, 8 animal heads, 7 sets of wheels, 9 windows, 5 doors, 3 baseplates and over 73 other specialty pieces like flowers, trees and even propellers. Plus over 374 traditional bricks in different sizes and colors. 485 pieces in all, plus 3 sturdy storage buckets!

A $52.00 value.

#4134 Stack up the Savings Catalog Special—Only $39.00!
When your special project needs special pieces...

**Build It Your Way**
with these Essential Extras!

**Roof Bricks**
Give your buildings, castles, and towers real-looking roofs.

- **G. #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks**
  45 degrees, 50 pieces, $5.50

- **H. #5152 Low Sloped Bricks**
  25 degrees, 50 pieces, $5.50

**Doors & Windows**

- **K. #5149 Doors & Windows**
  $5.50

**42 Plates in Two Colors**

- **L. #5146 Blue**
- **M. #5147 Red**

**Brick Separator**

- **N. #620 Brick Separator** $2.25

**Brick Hinges & Couplings**

- **O. #5165 Hinges & Couplings**
  31 pieces, $6.00

**62 Bricks in Six Colors**

- **P. #5120 - Red**
- **Q. #5121 - Blue**
- **R. #5122 - White**
- **S. #5123 - Yellow**
- **T. #5124 - Black**
- **U. #5125 - Gray**

**NEW! Basic Motor**

- **S. #624 Basic Motor** $2.75

**START YOUR CREATIONS HERE!**

Mammoth creations like skyscrapers or enchanted castles do much better with a baseplate foundation. Each durable baseplate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

- **V. #528 X-Large Grey Baseplate**
  15" x 15" $11.00

- **W. #629 3 Building Plates**
  2 1/2" x 5" $5.50

- **X. #626 Large Green Baseplate**
  10" x 10" $5.50

- **Y. #627 Large Blue Baseplate**
  10" x 10" $5.50

**2 IDEA BOOK**

- Includes sheet of cool stickers to decorate your creations!

**To Order Call:** 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
Take A Vacation
Where the fun NEVER ENDS!

NEW!
Not Available in any Store!

A. COUNTRY CLUB
Invite your friends to join you for fabulous fun at the Paradisa Country Club. Tour the grounds in the horse-drawn carriage — or unhitch the horse and go for a ride! When you’re ready for a rest, relax in the lounge chair and order a juice from the cafe. What a great way to spend the day! Ages 7-12. 272 pieces. #6418 Country Club $42.00

B. #6417 Jumping Course
35 pieces. $4.50

C. #6404 Carriage Ride 60 pieces. $8.75
D. WELCOME TO THE FAIR!
The name of the game is FUN! Spin the wheel and see if you win the golden coins. Then take a ride on the giant swing! Stop for ice cream at the cafe and board the festive tram for a tour of the fairgrounds. Ages 7-12. 178 pieces. #6547 Fun Fair $27.50

E. WHOOSH DOWN THE SLIDE!
Get ready for a lovely day by the sea. Whoosh down the slide and splash into the water. Then take a ride on the paddle boat and visit the friendly dolphin. After all that fun, relax under the cabanas and have a nice cold lemonade. 64 pieces. #6469 Sea Cottage $13.55

F. SAND DOLLAR CAFE
Pretend you’re in Hawaii! LEGO tourists can swim, sail or take a bike ride to the cafe for an ice cream cone or a cool drink. Ice cream cart and five tourists included. Ages 7-12. 155 pieces. #6411 Sand Dollar Cafe $28.75

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. ROADBLOCK RUNNERS
Keep the roads safe! Quick as a wink you can build the helicopter, police car and two four-wheel-drive trucks, then patrol the roads in search of speeders. Includes 2 officers, 2 speeders and two road plates for many hours of high speed adventures. 181 pieces.
#6549 Roadblock Runners $38.00

B. #6649 Street Sweeper
Ages 5-12 58 pieces. $6.75

C. BANK
Put the money in the cash box, the cash boxes in the armored truck and the truck on the road to the bank! You've got to watch out for bank robbers with this much cash on hand, so check the bank's surveillance camera to make sure the coast is clear! Includes two armored truck drivers, ATM machine, cash boxes and lots of money. 86 pieces.
#6566 Bank $16.50
CONSTRUCTION KIT

- #6365 Construction Crew
- #6581 Dig N' Dump
- #6535 Dumper FREE!

238 pieces in all. A $34.25 Value

FREE Dumper!

Catalog Special — Only $29.75!

D. CONSTRUCTION CREW

A trio of trucks for all kinds of construction jobs. Best of all, they're a breeze to construct! After you build 'em, scoop and dump and drive through town! Includes 3 construction workers, roadblocks and tools to help you get the job done. 73 pieces.

#6565 Construction Crew $16.50

E. DIG N' DUMP

Alert! Alert! Road construction ahead! Scoop up dirt in the 3-joint bucket, load it in the dump truck and zoom away. Two road workers included.

Ages 7-12. 135 pieces.

#6581 Dig n' Dump $13.25

F. #6535 Dumper

Ages 6-12. 41 pieces. $4.50

Not Available in any Store!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Only **YOU** can Save the Day!

**NEW!**

**BLAZE BRIGADE**

A snap to build and a thrill to command! This large fire station comes with you two trucks, a helicopter, and 4 brave firefighters to tackle the toughest blazes. Also includes helicopter landing pad, oxygen tanks and fire extinguishers. 250 pieces. 

#64 For Blaze Brigade $44.00

**C. METRO PD STATION**

You're in command of every situation from the 3-story Metro PD Station. Check for criminal records on the computer then rush to the control tower to radio your helicopter, boat and motorbike officers. When you've captured the bad guys, lock them behind bars to keep the town safe! You've got all you need, with a police boat, chopper, prisoner transport vehicle, two motorcycles, 7 police officers and Jail Break Joe! 

Ages 6-12. 540 pieces. 

#6598 Metro PD Station $66.00

**NEW!**

**BLAZE BRIGADE TEAM**

Speed to the rescue with:

A. #6354 Blaze Brigade
B. #6466 Fire Engine
C. #6407 Fire Chief FREE! (338 pieces in all! A $9.95 value)
D. #6554 Blaze Brigade Team Catalog Special - Only $34.00!

**NEW!**

**FREE Fire Chief**

D. #6407 Fire Chief 24 pieces $5.50
E. SEARCH N’ RESCUE

Never fear, the Search N’ Rescue team is here, ready to save the day!
Add your own siren sounds as propellers spin and wheels race to the site of any emergency. Team includes chopper, police van, trailer, dinghy, three rescue workers and other vital rescue equipment. Ages 7-12. 281 pieces.

#6545 Search N’ Rescue $26.50

DELUXE RESCUE COLLECTION

Save the day with all the rescue models on pages 28-29:
A. #6551 Blaze Brigade
B. #6596 Metro PD Station
C. #6544 Search N’ Rescue
D. #6496 Fire Engine FREE!
E. #6407 Fire Chief FREE!

Ages 6-12. 1159 pieces in all! A $152.00 value.

#6546 Rescue Collection

Cutterig Special -- Only $136.00!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. OUTBACK AIRSTRIP

See another side of the outback when you haul supplies with this cargo prop plane. Back hatch on plane opens to load and unload supplies. The airstrip is equipped with a windmill for checking wind direction before you attempt tricky landings! Comes with radio and CB bricks, plus three outback adventurers.

Ages 7-12. 187 pieces.

#6444 Outback Airstrip $22.00

B. GATOR LANDING

Build them carefully, because this boat and water plane have to get you into — and out of — the alligator infested swamp! Many hours of fun await you at the secret hideaway, with gold coins, cash, a hanging bridge and adventurers who will stop at nothing to keep their loot!

Ages 7-12. 232 pieces.

#6363 Gator Landing $27.50
C. MOUNTAIN RESCUE
Comes with a crane for hoisting victims to the safety chopper, lots of tools and an Outback adventurer. 67 pieces.
#647 Mountain Rescue $6.75

OUTBACK COLLECTION
Get set for endless adventure in the Outback with:
A. #644 Outback Airstrip
B. #649 Outback Expires
C. #653 Outback Racer
D. #657 Mountain Rescue
F. #644 Outback
Adventure Collection
Catalog Special — Only $43.00!

D. CRISIS NEWS CREW
"Lights, camera, action!" When emergency strikes, the news crew is quick on the scene. Raced in the helicopter with the cameras rolling, while the reporter zooms along in the TV van. Comes with pilot, camera person and reporter. Ages 7-12. 133 pieces
#6533 Crisis News Crew $13.25

E. #6550 Outback Racer
48 pieces. $4.50

NEW!

F. AMAZON CROSSING
Beware when you approach! There's a nasty crocodile lurking under that rickety bridge — one false move and you end up being its dinner... Luckily your four-wheel-drive vehicle can turn on a dime and race like the wind! Also, special cable on front of 4x4 helps pull this Australian adventurer out of difficult situations.
Ages 8-12
117 pieces.
#6490 Amazon Crossing $16.50

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Octan Gas Station
It's a snap to build your very own Octan Gas Station! Get ready for all kinds of action — pumping gas, towing breakdowns, and making repairs. Comes with a tow truck, gas pump with nozzle you can attach to the car, a working jack, lots of tools, two workers and a customer. 120 pieces.
#6548 Octan Gas Station $24.00

NEW!

B. Fast Track Finish
This is it — the moment of truth for two speedy race cars and their fearless drivers. Who will cross the finish line first? Only you can decide! Comes with a viewing tower, tow truck, 2 mechanics, race official, spectator, five signal flags and a pit stop full of tools and tires for quick fixes. Ages 7-12. 328 pieces.
#6337 Fast Track Finish $44.30

And the winner is... Turbo Charger
C. Wave Jump Racers

Hold on tight as you hit the waves in these two souped-up jet skis. A referee boat makes sure the race is fair, while the coast guard watches from shore. Comes with a four-wheel drive jeep and trailer. Ages 8-12. 175 pieces. 
#8334 Wave Jump Racers $22.00

Octan Racing Team

You'll win every race with this awesome team:
A. #6548 Octan Gas Station
B. #6337 Fast Track Finish
C. #6546 Slick Racer 4

Ages 7-12. 467 pieces all! A $72.50 value. 
#8548 Octan Racing Team Catalog Special — Only $65.00!

E. Indy Transport

Fieze together three sleek race cars. Load them on the truck with the special ramp. Then head for the track and put the pedal to the metal! Comes with cool chrome exhaust pipes, spare tires, hubs and all the tools you need for those last-minute repairs. Plus, you get three figures. Ages 7-12 
385 pieces. 
#5335 Indy Transport $33.00

Lower the ramp, load the racers and raise it up when you're ready to roll!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. SHUTTLE LAUNCH PAD

It's a big mission, but you can do it — launch the shuttle into orbit then bring the crew home safely! The shuttle is complete in every detail, including a satellite, tank and boosters. There's even a working cargo door for loading supplies and an arm that can be turned in all directions to fix the satellite. The Shuttle Launch Pad also has a working hangar, adjustable spotlights, jib arm and tools. Get ready to blast-off! Ages 8-12. 386 pieces.

#5339 Shuttle Launch Pad $66.00
D. SHUTTLE TRANSCON 2

Fans of airplanes and space shuttles — this one’s for you! The space shuttle has all kinds of realistic details — like a special arm that can be turned in any direction to launch satellites into space. And a cargo door that opens and closes. After an outer space adventure load the shuttle on to the back of the jumbo jet for the journey back home. Also comes with a repair vehicle, two workers and an astronaut. 320 pieces.

#6544 Shuttle Transcon 2 $38.50

E. #6336 Launch Response Unit 177 pieces. $16.50

F. #6516 Moon Walker 29 pieces. $3.50

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
All Under $10!

Ages 5-12

A. #5558 Scuba Squad Ages 6-12. 72 pieces. $8.75

NEW!

B. #6491 Rocket Racer Ages 5-12. 55 pieces. $4.50

C. #6518 Boja Buggy Ages 5-12. 35 pieces. $3.50

D. #6115 Shark Scout 25 pieces. $3.50

E. #6709 Tribal Chief 14 pieces. $4.50

F. #6718 Weapons Wagon Ages 6-12. 63 pieces. $8.75

G. #6854 Alien Fossilizer Ages 6-12. 51 pieces. $8.75

Buy any 5 items on pages 34-35 and save $4.50!
Buy 10 items and save $9.00!
It's like getting a FREE set!
CALL TODAY!
1-800-453-4652
There is so much to do on LEGO ISLAND: building, racing, flying, jet skiing, skateboarding, and just hangin' out with your friends...unless you accidentally let the Brickster out of jail.

GOOD IDEA! Let me loose and I'll destroy this town brick by LEGO brick. You'll catch a cold before you catch me!

The Infomaniac
Your host, inventor, and friend.

The Brickster
He's bad to the brick.

Look out! The Brickster is escaping.

Chase the Brickster in a formula race car.

Need help? Ask the Infomaniac!

Save LEGO Island from going to pieces!

LEGO Island is the first ever 3D action adventure game that brings the fun, imaginative LEGO worlds to life on CD-ROM.

- Over 35 unique, animated LEGO characters come alive in a 3D environment that makes you feel like you're REALLY in the LEGO world.
- Explore the island through the eyes of five very different LEGO characters.
- Age appropriate levels let you decide how much of a challenge you're up for and randomized animations make playing a new adventure every time!
- Hours of game playing including over 3 hours of 3D animations and 90 minutes of original music!
- Customize the entire island and save it.

Recommended for Ages 6-12.

CD100 LEGO Island CD-ROM Game $39.75

*Minimum System Requirements: Pentium 120 computer with Windows95, 16MB of RAM, 20MB of free space on hard drive, 4X CD ROM, a sound card and a mouse.
Accessoryize

AGES 5-12

with these one-of-a-kind bricks & special pieces.

NEW!

A. #5130 Windows & Seats
14 pieces. $2.00

B. #5181 Electric Light
Kit Includes:
M. #5033 Lighting Brick
I. #5381 1V Battery Box
As $1.00 value Save $1.00
ONLY $10.00

C. #5027 Electric Plates
9 pieces. $5.75

D. #5032 Wheels & Bearings
24 pieces. $3.50

E. #5028 Transparent Plates
60 pieces. $3.50

F. #5126 Crane Accessories
18 pieces. $3.50

G. #5127 Antennas & Control Sticks
37 pieces. $3.00

H. #5033 Lighting Brick
5 pieces $5.50

I. #5381 1V Battery Box $5.50

J. #5386 Transparent Windows and Hinges 8 pieces.
$3.50

K. #5387 Magnets and Holders 12 pieces.
$5.50

L. #5125 Launch Command Accessories
30 pieces. $3.00

M. #6550 Airplane Accessories
21 pieces. $3.50

N. #3200 T-Road Plates

O. #3201 Curved Road Plates

P. #3222 Straight Road Plates

Q. #3233 Cross Road Plates

R. Create your own road system!
Create your own unique LEGO community road system...then have fun building tunnels, bridges, buildings and more with your LEGO bricks. Or use these plates to build a winding raceway. All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Each plate measures 10” square. Two plates per package. $7.75

S. #3214 City People 27 pieces. $3.75

T. #3218 Trees and Fences 49 pieces. $4.50

NEW!
Aliens Beware! Roboforce is on Patrol!

A. ROBO STALKER

The Robo Stalker is here to protect the planet — and you're at the controls! Flexible arms have a drill for boring through solid rock and a grabber claw for snatching aliens on the run. Open the secret robo disk compartments under its ears and add extra robo disks to super-change this Stalker for special missions. This robot makes robo-skating look easy — four sets of wheels let it roll across any planet. Includes 2 Robo figures. 270 pieces.

#2130 Robo Stalker $35.00

Need to get away quick? Pop off this robot's head and cruise!

C. ROBOFORCE T-SHIRT

You'll just love this cool ROBOFORCE T-shirt! This fun and rugged shirt is made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey. Machine wash and dry it as often as you like — it won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in USA. (Please indicate size on order form.)

#1135 ROBOFORCE T-shirt
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $12.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $14.00
D. ROBO MASTER

This massive, scorpion-like robot speeds along tough terrain on twelve heavy-duty wheels and is loaded with special features! Flexible claw and laser arms make catching space aliens a snap. Plus special holograms on tail and feet send and receive messages and detect danger throughout the galaxy. Includes two Robo figures and three robo disks.

Ages 8-12. 362 pieces.

#2154 Robo Master $44.00

Lower Robo Master’s tail to land the space plane on the back of the robot!

E. ROBO RAPTOR

Stomp, stomp, stomp go the powerful feet as this ferocious robotic dinosaur patrols the planet. Its head swivels. Its claws grab and its tail and arms move up and down too — so those aliens better look out when this member of the Roboforce is on patrol! Includes one Roboforce figure and three robo disks. 120 pieces.

#2152 Robo Raptor $22.00

Move feet back and forth to make the Raptor run!

ROBOFORCE TEAM

You rule the galaxy with this team of four powerful robots:

- #2153 Robo Striker
- #2154 Robo Master
- #2152 Robo Raptor
- #2151 Robo Raider FREE!

Ages 8-12. 997 pieces in all!

A $112.25 value

#2154 Roboforce Team...

Catalog Special — Only $99.00!

Move feet back and forth to make this Raptor run!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
SEARCH THE GALAXY FOR ALIENS!

A. SCORPION DETECTOR
Two Explorians gather alien clues with the magnetic arm of this awesome 8-wheeled landship and scan them through the clue decoders. Use the telescopic laser cannon to search distant galaxies for alien secrets. 196 pieces.

#6838 Scorpion Detector $27.50

B. EXPLORIEN STARSHIP
Join the fearless crew of the Explorians largest ship! Scan the galaxy for unknown danger with a powerful satellite dish and alien clue decoding equipment. Starship comes complete with detachable satellites, an adjustable telescopic laser — even an android. Ages 9-12. 552 pieces.

#6982 Explorion Starship $88.00

SATellite dish moves up and down and back hatches open to reveal a telescopic laser.

Wings fold down when it's time to blast-off!

OVER 20 INCHES LONG!

Detach ground-scanning vehicle for secret missions on alien planets.

Pull this pin to drop the wings.
C. Android Base

This awesome home base is equipped with futuristic communication satellites, holographic screen, alien clue decoder and two space vehicles. Includes two Explorien and an android!

Ages 8-12. 287 pieces.

#6058 Android Base

$44.00

SEARCH THE GALAXY FOR ALIENS WITH THE EXPLORIENS TEAM:

B. #6962 Explorien Starship
C. #6958 Android Base
E. #6899 Nebula Outpost FREE

Ages 9-12. 1075 pieces in all!
A $148.50 value.

#6982 Explorien Team
Catalog Special — Only $152!

D. #6915 Hovertor Ages 5-12. 28 pieces. $5.50

E. #6899 Nebula Outpost
156 pieces. $16.50

FREE Nebula Outpost!

Special alien clue decoder deciphers alien messages.

Detach control room for secret missions.

CLUB Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call 1-800-563-4662 24 Hours a Day
A. MONORAIL TRANSPORT BASE

Combines the fun of a rollercoaster, a space adventure — and building with LEGO bricks! This giant monorail system has a high-speed car that’s powered by a battery box to zip around the rail. Just turn it on when you want it to go, off when you want it to stop. There’s even a way to make the car go backwards! Set its lights to flash an alert — or shine steadily bright. At the lower level, load and unload passengers. The second level has the radar station. And the upper level functions as a launching ramp for cockpit modules and also houses the control room. Includes three astronauts and a droid ready to join you on many wonderful adventures. (9v battery not included.) Ages 8-12. 568 pieces.

#9991 Monorail Transport Base $178.00

B. #6388 ICE-SAT Y

Ages 7-12. 133 pieces. $17.50

C. STAR HAWK II

In a far away galaxy, two space explorers cruise across the cosmos in their sleek spaceship. The powerful Unitron craft features a detachable cockpit for emergency getaways. 298 pieces.

#1789 Star Hawk II $33.00
Upper Deck

You can unload one module on the upper deck while you put it in reverse. Then, unload the other module right onto the trailer and cruise over some moon dunes.

D. GAS STOP SHOP

Lots of action — just like a real gas station! The tanker is ready to deliver the gasoline. And the truck is standing by in case anyone needs a tow. To pay for gas insert the special money into the slot on the pump. Then use the nozzle to dispense gas. If anyone needs repairs, you've got all the tools you need right here! 216 pieces.

#5562 Gas Stop Shop $24.50

E. ROYAL DRAWBRIDGE

Raise the drawbridge to protect the Royal Knights' fortress. But be careful — this fortress is full of surprises, like a trap door, secret rooms, a rail, hidden treasure, even a skeleton! Ages 8-12. 251 pieces.

#9078 Royal Drawbridge $32.50

Trip the trap door when intruders try to invade the castle.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
**NEW!** Roll ship across the floor and look who pops up!

Cool catapult blasts Skully into the past.

A. WHIRLING TIME WARPER

Hold on to your hat and get ready to roll, flap, and twist through time! As you move this crazy time machine across the floor, the skulls pop up and down, the propeller spins and the jewel-filled drum turns. Comes with a glow-in-the-dark ghost and Tony the Time Twister. 147 pieces.

#6496 Whirling Time Warper $22.00

**NEW!**

B. TWISTED TIME TRAIN

This wacky Twisted Time Train doesn't just take you through new territory - it carries you through TIME! So hold on tight for a wild ride. Includes 2 Time Twisters, glow-in-the-dark ghost, skeleton and tons of time treasures! Ages 9-12. 296 pieces.

#6497 Twisted Time Train $38.50

Watch the ghost go up and down, the wings flap, and the anchor and smoke stack spin round and round as you roll across the floor.
C. MYSTIC MOUNTAIN TIME LAB
Help Dr. Cyber build his mysterious laboratory, where anything is possible! Includes flying boat, special time travel room, Dr. Cyber, Tim, Punky the Monkey, Cranky the Robot, skeleton, and lots of time traveling tools and hats that can take you anywhere you want to go in time! Ages 9-12. 505 pieces.

#6494 Mystic Mountain Time Lab $66.00

Limited Quantities
Order Now!

Wings flap and propeller spins as you move across the floor.

Time telescope looks into the future.

D. FLYING TIME VESSEL
This wild and wacky time machine takes you to the themes of the past, present, and future. So buckle up and get ready for all kinds of hair-raising fun! Comes with Dr. Cyber, Tim, Punky the Monkey, time traveling tools and lots of hats that will help you disguise yourself as you travel through time. 234 pieces.

#6493 Flying Time Vessel $44.00

E. HYPNO CRUISER
Get ready to cruise through time with Tim, and Dr. Cyber in this hot-rod'd! Hypno Cruiser! Lots of headgear and time traveling tools make it easy for you to fit in anywhere you travel. 152 pieces.

#6492 Hypno Cruiser $22.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Hypno disk

Hypno disks and propeller spin as you roll across the floor.
**Frightfully Fun Fright Knights!**

Release the chain to trap unexpected visitors in the hollow rock!

---

**A. Witch’s Magic Manor**

Willa the Witch can see your every move in her crystal ball, so watch out, she could be anywhere—flying around in her witch craft or even on her fire-breathing dragon! Your only escape may be the trick revolving wall. Includes dragon, Willa the Witch, 3 knights, skeleton and 1 Dark Forest renegade. Ages 7-12. 255 pieces.

#6087 Witch’s Magic Manor $44.00

---

**B. #6007 Bat Lord**

Ages 5-12

15 pieces.

$4.50

---

**C. #6027 Bat Lord’s Catapult**

51 pieces. $6.75

---

Get all fired up with this flamethrower catapult... Fire away!
D. Night Lords Castle

This massive 20 inch tall castle is filled with magic... like a flying, fire-breathing dragon... a witch and her crystal-ball... trapdoors... Bessil the Bri Lord... a haunted tower... secret exits and all kinds of other tricks and traps. Also, comes with five knights, lots of bats, skeleton, two horses and many magical surprises.

Ages 8-12. 598 pieces.

#6037 Night Lords Castle $88.00

You can build the castle this way too!

Push the lever forward — the cauldron tips and drops rocks on unexpected visitors.

You never know who'll pop up in this crystal ball!

Who needs a broom when you can fly a Windship!

Use chain to raise and lower the gate.

Secret revolving wall is great for quick escapes!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
**A. ROYAL KNIGHTS CASTLE**

Adventure and mystery await you within the many secret rooms and hidden passages of the royal castle. When danger threatens — quick — close the drawbridge, and let the brave knights protect the King and his treasure. If all else fails, there's a skeleton and a glow-in-the-dark ghost to scare intruders away! Ages 8-12. 743 pieces.

#6090 Royal Knights Castle $109.00

**B. #5135 Castle Accessories**

30 pieces, $3.50

'Features Royal Knights' elements

**C. #6024 Bandit Ambush**

58 pieces, $6.75

Spring into action with this cool catapult!

Check out the working Drawbridge.
Who will rule the forest -- Royal Knights or the Renegades of the Dark Forest?

D. #6008 Royal King
11 pieces. $3.50

E. HEMLOCK STRONGHOLD
Help defend the Dark Forest stronghold! This treehouse fort comes with a prison guarded by a spooky skeleton, secret movable wall and 2 catapults. Two Dark Forest figures defend the fort from the knights trying to recover their treasure. Ages 7-12. 213 pieces.
#6046 Hemlock Stronghold $26.50

F. DARK FOREST FORTRESS
Raise the alert! The forest is no longer a safe place for the King and his subjects! The renegades of the Dark Forest hide stolen treasure in their fortress which is protected by a hidden catapult, a trick tree, drawbridge and a spooky skeleton that stands guard at the prison! The knights have their own tricks like a secret compartment under their horse-drawn wagon.
Includes 2 knights, 4 Dark Forest figures and a skeleton. Ages 8-12. 461 pieces.
#6079 Dark Forest Fortress $54.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Hoist Yer Sails for Seafarin’ Fun!

A. #6204 Buccaneers
   Ages 5-12. 31 pieces. $3.75

NEW!

B. #5122 Pirate Accessories
   Ages 5-12. 22 pieces. $5.00

C. Armada Flagship
   Set sail for the high seas and prepare for action! The Flagship’s mast collapses on a direct hit, then snaps together fast. Includes the Admiral with special chrome breast plate, 2 crew members, a working compass, a net to hoist treasure, and sails that go up and down. Ages 8-12. 280 pieces.
   #6280 Armada Flagship $54.00

D. Red Beard Runner
   You’re Red Beard, captain of the ship, with a crew of 6 ready for action! When the mast collapses and the skull hull breaks away — easily snap them back into place for the next high seas adventure. There’s plenty of action, with a plank to walk, cannons, crane with net, and of course, a treasure chest filled with gold!
   Ages 8-12. 391 pieces.
   #6288 Red Beard Runner $69.00

Pull the pin to drop the mast!

Skull hull breaks away — save the ship by snapping it back into place!
E. CROSS BONE CLIPPER

The Cross Bone Clipper is built for adventure! Its large red and white sail and moving rudder help speed this sleek ship through the water. The Clipper comes with a cannon, gold coins, map, pirate flag, Captain Red Beard and two crew members. 151 pieces.

#6250 Cross Bone Clipper $33.00

F. PIRATE'S PERILOUS PITFALL

Only the bravest — or most foolish — Imperial soldiers try to sneak into this pirate hideaway! Booby traps and the hideaway prison await the unwary. Includes treasure chest, gold coins, map, cannon, crocodile, rowboat, 5 pirates and Skulky the skeleton. Ages 8-12. 392 pieces.

#6281 Pirate's Perilous Pitfall $73.00

One wrong step on the bridge sends a boulder rolling down the stone hideout.

Pull the string to lift the bridge!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
SEARCH THE ISLANDS FOR PIRATE TREASURES!

A. SKULL ISLAND
Enter, if you dare, the secret hideout of the pirates, hidden behind a giant skull! You're ready for all kinds of adventure, with four pirates, two guards, two rowboats, treasure, a treasure map, swords, secret exits, a monkey, a parrot and more. Ages 8-12. 365 pieces. #6279 Skull Island $53.00

B. ROCKY REEF
Two clever pirates have a treasure map—but can't find the buried treasure. That's because it's hidden in a secret place, guarded by a spooky skeleton! 101 pieces. #6244 Rocky Reef $18.50

C. IMPERIAL OUTPOST
A crafty pirate is locked in the cell—and he might find the escape hatch. Once he escapes, he can use the treasure map to find the gold. You have a cannon to protect the outpost. And if the pirates attack, you can row to shore for help! Ages 7-12. 211 pieces. #6283 Imperial Outpost $27.50
D. PIRATE'S AMBUSH
Here's the pirate hideout that no unauthorized personnel can enter—thanks to the trick bridge. Includes 3 pirates, a crocodile, cannon, row boat and prison. 155 pieces.
#6249 Pirate's Ambush $22.00

E. #6248 Volcano Island
116 pieces. $19.25

NEW!
Push the red brick—down falls the bridge!
Pull the spring to send Skullly sailing!
Keep skull cave a secret—push the tooth—look what's inside!

F. SHIPWRECK ISLAND
Beware of the catapult trap, a crane with net to hoist treasure stealer and a hidden prison! But if you find the treasure map you may escape with wealth beyond your wildest dreams. If, that is, you can avoid the hungry crocodile! Includes three shipwrecked sailors (1 not shown), a skeleton and crocodile. 216 pieces.
#6296 Shipwreck Island $31.00

G. KING KAHUKA'S THRONE
The King, his two sons, and a fierce crocodile are ready to protect the hidden treasure from the 2 pirates! 141 pieces.
#6262 King Kahuka's Throne $21.00

H. #6256 Islander Catamaran
58 pieces. $13.25

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Think of this as **Grand Central Station** for Trains!

Freight trains... passenger trains... cargo loaders... you name it. There's only one place in town where you'll find all these awesome LEGO trains — right here on pages 54-58! So load 'em up and let 'em roll! — because you're really on the fast track now!

Cargo Railway includes Over 7 feet of running track!

---

**A. Cargo Railway**

If you like trains and trucks you'll go CRAZY for the Cargo Railway! Hear the click of wheels as the awesome express locomotive and its four cargo containers whisk around the oval track, transporting money, mail, fuel and luggage. The transport truck unloads the four passenger containers — sleeping compartments, dining areas and all! There are also 7 figures included and a 9-volt plug-in transformer to get this train rolling — last! 636 pieces.

#4559 Cargo Railway $39.00

---

#4559 Cargo Railway includes eight removable railway compartments (as shown from left to right): mail car, 2 sleeper cars, luggage car, safe car, 2 dining cars, and fuel containers.

Container transport truck loads and unloads containers from train.

Travelers dine in style in the dining car.
B. YOU'VE GOT FOUR TRAIN CARS LOADED WITH SPECIAL FEATURES
Features buckets that tip and sides that fold down. Plus a fix-it vehicle, dump truck and two road cars for off-track adventures. Ages 7-12. 350 pieces.
#2126 Train Cars $86.50

C. FREIGHT LOADING STATION
You're in charge of this bustling station, where busy workers load freight cars with their cargo. The moveable crane has a winch to raise and lower containers. The office has everything you need to manage the operation, including a canteen and a phone booth. Three rail workers included. Ages 7-12. 377 pieces.
#4555 Freight Loading Station $73.00
A. FREIGHT & CRANE RAILWAY

All the action and excitement of a bustling train yard, complete with an engine, three flatbed train cars, containers for loading solids and liquids, two working cranes, a working scale for weighing cargo, a truck and much more. Use the cranes to load the cars; make sure the load isn’t too heavy, then let ‘em roll round the track. Requires #4548 3-vol! Speed Regulator to operate (sold separately). 986 pieces.

#4565 Freight & Crane Railway $144.00

**Hard To Find!**

6. #4546 Speed Regulator 3 pieces $46.00

Covered by a 1 year limited warranty.
For a free copy, please contact:
LEGO Consumer Affairs
P.O. Box 1138
Enfield, CT 06083
or call 1-800-4-LEGOM  M-F 9-9 ET

**POWER UP YOUR TRAIN AND SAVE OVER 10%!**

Includes:
A. #4565 Freight & Crane Railway
B. #4546 Speed Regulator
A $100 value
#4565 Freight & Crane Railway Kit
Catalog Special—ONLY $187.00!

C. CARGO CRANE

Take this giant telescopic crane on the rails for loading freight cars! The crane rotates a full 360 degrees and can be raised and lowered with the turn of a crank. Comes with a service car, container, tools and two workers. 276 pieces.

#4552 Cargo Crane $39.50

**Not Available in any Store!**
Not Available in any Store!

Use cranes to load and unload cargo.

Weights heavy loads with a working scale.

Over 7 feet of running track!

D. Road N' Rail Repair
Two kinds of fun! First, maneuver the Road N' Rail Repair on land as the shovel digs ditches to be used for new rails. Then attach the vehicle to a departing train for a ride along the railroad to the next work site. 81 pieces.

#4525 Road N' Rail Repair $10.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Bigger & Better

Each rail is pre-assembled for ease in adding to your railway.

A. SPECIAL TRACK KIT
Add over 7 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 1 set of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 1 set of switching rails (#4531). 30 pieces in all! A $68.50 value.
#K4520 Special Track Kit
NOW ONLY $55.00!

B. DELUXE TRACK KIT
Add over 19 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 3 sets of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 2 sets of switching rails (#4531). 52 pieces in all. A $123.00 value.
#K4531 Deluxe Track Kit
NOW ONLY $110.00!

C. #4531 Switching Rails
6 pieces. $28.75

D. #4520 Eight Curved Rails.
Enough for 27” half circle
$13.25

E. #4513 Eight Straight Rails.
More than 40 inches of track!
$13.25

Build your Own Train Car... Even Add Lights!

F. #5304 Two Wheelsets
2 pieces. $3.50

G. #5302 Two Bogieplates
2 pieces. $2.50

H. #5303 Buffers, Magnets & Couplers
6 pieces. $3.50

I. #5305 Connection Wire
1 piece. $6.50

J. #5300 Electric Train Motor
3 pieces. $27.50

K. #5310 Lighting Brick
4 pieces. $5.50

L. #5309 Wagon Plate
$3.00

M. LEVEL CROSSING
Train’s coming! Warn cars it’s time to stop at the crossing while your train chugs by. Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two moveable crossing gates, a watchman’s post and watchman. 133 pieces.
#4532 Level Crossing
$24.00

SUPER DELUXE TRACK KIT
Includes:
- #K4531 Deluxe Track Kit
- #4532 Level Crossing
165 pieces in all! A $147.00 value
#K4532 Deluxe Track Kit Catalog Special -- Only $132.00
**N. WAVE COPS**

You’re in command of the seas when you build and drive this awesome police boat. Walkie-talkies and megaphones put the power of communication in your hands. Then use the working winch to reel in those who break the law! Ages 5-12. 101 pieces. #4012 Wave Cops $22.00

**O. RIPTIDE RACER**

See how fast you can zip through the waves in this bright red and black racer. The rear opens for quick engine repairs. And the chrome-plated exhaust pipes take you faster than the speed of sound! 33 pieces. #4002 Riptide Racer $14.25

**P. C26 SEA CUTTER**

When other boats are in trouble, the C26 Sea Cutter races to the rescue. It’s the fastest speed boat around and is stocked with the latest rescue equipment. The sleek hull cuts through even the roughest ocean waters. Includes a three-person crew. Ages 7-12. 193 pieces. #3026 C26 Sea Cutter $23.00
A. BUILD YOUR OWN MONSTER BIG RIG

It's loaded with extras and ready for the road. Authentic details include a V-8 diesel motor, working doors, sunroof and steering. Plus, there's a sleeping cabin with all the comforts of home, like a bed, lamp, TV, CB-radio — even a coffee machine! And when you're finished, use the same pieces to build an awesome all-terrain truck!

Ages 10+. 1,731 pieces.

#5571 Giant Truck $139.00

- Lift the hood and check out the high-powered diesel engine!
- Truck is Over 13” long!
- 6” wide!

B. BLUE FURY

The details on this sleek blue hot rod are awesome, from its shining chrome lights to the windshield wipers that really move. For a change of action, use the same pieces to build a low-riding go-cart.

419 pieces.

#5541 Blue Fury $39.50

Includes instructions to build this awesome all-terrain truck!
NEW! C. BIG FOOT 4x4

You're ready for any on-road or off-road adventure in this massive moving machine! A handle on the roof actually turns the tires for maneuvering in and out of tricky terrain. Doors open and close, side mirrors adjust and the back seats adjust too! When you're ready for even more action, use the same pieces to build a dune buggy to lunch in the sand dunes.

Ages 10+. 742 pieces.

#5561 Big Foot 4x4 $38.00

Includes instructions to build this alternate Dune Buggy.

D. MACH II RED BIRD RACER

Speed to the race track with the Red Bird Racing Team! First build the Red Bird Racer — super-charged and ready to win every race. No drogster would be complete without a spoiler and high-powered engine. Then, put together the all-terrain jeep with trailer to race you to the races. Next, use the same pieces to build a tractor trailer truck and jet plane. Tremendous detail, awesome realism and 1,162 pieces of building fun! Ages 10+.

#5591 Mach II Red Bird $110.00

Limited Quantities Order Now!

MORE THAN 1,100 PIECES!
Build and Animate this
FEROCIOUS
Robotic T-Rex!

Over 12” Tall!

Program the T-Rex
to move its head,
tail, arms and body!

More than 1,000 pieces!

A. CONSTRUCT - IF YOU DARE-
THIS ROBOTIC T-REX

Just like a real Tyrannosaurus from 65 million years ago...terrifying its prey with jaws that open and close...head and tail that swing from side to side...and a body that lifts and lowers in its search for food. Three different motors, plus the flex cabling system, give the T-Rex its amazing powers of movement. Now take the control panel in your own two hands and watch your creation roar to life!

Next, use the same pieces to build a helicopter. When you're ready for some action, hook it to the control center, with three motors to simulate the raging winds of a storm. Take the controls and try to keep it steady! Also comes with detailed instructions for building a speed boat! Ages 11+. 1,063 pieces.

#485 Control Center II $219.00

Alternate Model

Program the helicopter
to tilt from side to side, up and down
and land on the landing pad.
B. COASTAL COP BUGGY
For realistic off-road action, piece together this rugged police buggy, complete with protective roll bar, air-filled off-road tires, rack and pinion steering and a police officer to enforce the law. Includes instructions for 2 awesome models. Motorize alternate model with #6720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 67). Ages 8+. 176 pieces.
#8330 Coastal Cop Buggy $22.00

C. #8225 Road Rally V
95 pieces $14.25
Alternate Model

NEW!
Move arms up and down and grab things with two pinching claws!

D. MASSIVE MOVING ROBOT
For high-time action build this massive, moving robot that stands over 15 inches tall. Turn the wheel on its back to move its head. Special handles move the arms and pressure bars let you activate the powerful hands. Then use the same pieces to build a cat on wheels and a helicopter. Add #6720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 67) to make the rotor spin.
Ages 8+. 546 pieces.
#8277 Giant Model Set $44.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. PNEUMATIC CRANE TRUCK

You won't believe how realistic the action is until you see it with your own two eyes! The pneumatic crane truck, lifts and opens—just like the real thing. The truck has three axles, four-wheel steering and four supporting legs you can move up and down. For even more action, use the #8721 Power Pack (sold separately on page 57) to motorize the crane hook! Ages 11+. 841 pieces.

#8460 Pneumatic Crane Truck $93.00

B. #8235 Front End Loader 165 pieces. $25.00

Rear-wheel steering

Turn knob on top to steer!

C. LEGO TECHNIC MOTOR

Wheels turn and motors run when you add this NEW, more powerful, 9V Motor to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, 4 wheels, battery box, rubber belts and bricks. Also includes assorted gears and instructions that show you how to get your models running at three different speeds. The New #8736 LEGO TECHNIC Motor will work with almost every LEGO TECHNIC set. #8439 Pneumatic Front End Loader and #8437 Future Car include specific instructions to motorize models with the NEW LEGO TECHNIC Motor. (Requires 6 AA Batteries—Not included). Ages 7+. 69 pieces.

#8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor 60 pieces. $42.00

Scoops, lifts and dumps

PNEUMATIC POWER!
PUMP IT UP to Lift, Scoop and Dump!
D. PNEUMATIC LOG LOADER

Build the Pneumatic Log loader and put its pneumatic power to work. You can lift and lower the crane arm and open and close the jaws for all of your loading jobs. Next, use the same pieces to build a double-axle container crane and motorize it with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 57) to drive forwards and backwards. Ages 10+. 320 pieces.

#8443 Pneumatic Log Loader $38.00

Alternate Forest Tractor Model

Use pneumatic power to scoop, lift the bucket and dump.

Alternate Container Crane Model

Pump air into storage tank — release pneumatic power when you need it!

8720

NEW! Not Available in any store!

PNEUMATIC POWER

Pneumatic systems work by controlling compressed air. Flick the air valve, press the air pump and let pneumatic power add realism to your models: lifting, pulling—even picking things up.

#5699 Pneumatic Valve $2.75

#5107 Pneumatic Pump 2” Cylinder $3.25

#5108 Pneumatic Piston 2” Cylinder $3.25

#5109 Pneumatic Tubing 23” & 39” $3.25

#5110 Pneumatic Kit
Save $1.75 - ONLY $10.75
Includes one of each pneumatic accessory. Regular price $12.50

I. PNEUMATIC FRONT-END LOADER

It’s pneumatic power at an all new level — thanks to the pneumatics air tank that stores power until the moment you need it. Just pump air into the storage tank and open the release valve to scoop, lift the bucket and dump. Add the new #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately) to motorize this awesome machine. Then use the same pieces to build a Forest Tractor with crane arm.

Ages 11+. 592 pieces.

#8459 Pneumatic Front-End Loader $82.00

POWER UP YOUR #8459 FRONT-END LOADER WITH #8735 LEGO TECHNIC MOTOR

Ages 11+. 642 pieces in all!
A $124 Value
#38453 Pneumatic Front-End Loader Kit just $110.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Discover the Thrill of Moving Machines!

A. SUPER CAR
This is one huge machine — over a foot and a half long from end to end! This awesome test car has lots of realistic functions, like a working gear that shifts from first to fourth speed. Plus 4-wheel steering and independent suspension, a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons, 2 adjustable mirrors and headlights you can move up and down by the flick of a switch. And that’s just the beginning! Clear instructions show you how to use the same pieces to build a sleek Formula 1 Racer!
Ages 11 & up. 1,343 pieces. #8880 Super Car $142.00

B. DUNE BLASTER
Build the ultimate beach racer! Use the realistic steering system to guide this machine up, down and around. Next use the same pieces to build a giant chopper with monster tires. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately), to motorize your model! Ages 9+. 279 pieces. #8829 Dune Blaster $39.75

C. LEGO TECHNIC TEAM
This Team is just what you need to drive, fly, steer and operate your LEGO TECHNIC models. 9 pieces.
#9714 LEGO TECHNIC Team $3.75

Alternate model
Formula 1 Racer
Includes realistic functions like a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons!

More than 1,300 pieces!
Shock Absorbers
Shift from 1st to 4th gear.
Trunk opens

Pistons that really pump!
Motorize alternate speed boat model.

Push the lever and watch the propeller spin!

D. CHOPPER FORCE

Build this awesome helicopter, press the lever and watch the propellers whirl—just like the real thing! Comes with a pilot ready for daring missions. Next use the same pieces to build a speed boat that you can motorize with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately). Ages 8+. 280 pieces.

#8232 Chopper Force $27.30

Hard To Find

Customize your model by adding a crane, winch and camera to your model in four different places. (Red dots in diagram indicate where the 3 pieces can be added.)

F. 3 IN 1 CAR

Hours of action by land, air and sea! First build the amphibious vehicle with rack-and-pinion steering, moveable tow hook and front tow cable. Next piece together the helicopter, complete with 3-wheel landing gear and rotors that spin with the turn of a crank. Then build the trailer and you're ready to roll! And if that's not enough action, use the alternate building instructions and the same pieces to build an awesome all-terrain vehicle, trailer and mini-sub. Two LEGO TECHNIC figures included. Ages 9+. 726 pieces.

#8286 3 in 1 Car $98.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. TREAD TREKKER

It's really 4 models in one. Piece together the totally cool Tread Trekker and watch those caterpillar treads cover all kinds of rough terrain. Your next job - use the same pieces to build a working all-terrain forklift. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 97) to raise and lower the fork lift. Comes with a driver ready for any challenge! 186 pieces.

#8299 Tread Trekker $22.00

NEW!

Motorize the All-Terrain Forklift!

Main model separates into 2 vehicles.

B. PREPARE TO BE AMAZED BY THIS DEEP SEA SUBMARINE!

Powered by pneumatics and the new air storage tank, its propellers spin, its periscope scans the horizon and its powerful front claw opens and closes to lift things off the ocean floor. Comes with a LEGO TECHNIC driver and building instructions for an alternate model with a detachable mini-sub. Ages 9+. 375 pieces.

#8338 Search Sub $48.50

NEW!

Use pneumatic power to open and close front claw.

Pump air into storage tank -- release pneumatic power when you need it!
C. Fire Engine

Be ready when emergency strikes with your own fully equipped, realistic fire engine! Use the steering wheel on top to guide the truck to hot spots. Turn the handle to release the hose and put the nozzle in the firefighter's hands! Then use the same pieces to build a rescue vehicle complete with trailer and boat. Comes with two firefighters. Ages 9+. 456 pieces.

Motorize alternate model 8720

8260 Fire Engine $34.95 Catalog Special $33.75

D. Future Car

Cruise into the new millennium in this souped up Future Car. Large air-filled tires and rear-wheel suspension let you glide over the toughest roads. Open the back hatch to check out the powerful 4-cylinder motor, then lift up the side doors to hop in. If you want even more action, attach #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately on p. 64) to really add some speed. Next, use the same pieces to build a radical Radar Rover with radar antenna that spins as the car rolls across the floor. Ages 10+. 415 pieces.

8735 Future Car $34.00

#8437 Future Car Kit

Catalog Special – Only $32.00

POWER UP THE #8437 FUTURE CAR WITH #8735 LEGO TECHNIC MOTOR!

Ages 7 and up. 473 pieces in all! A $36.00 value.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
YOU BUILD IT, YOU PROGRAM IT, YOU TELL IT WHAT TO DO!

Program the claw to grab, lift and load tires - then dump them out of the truck.

Scan barcodes on the Code Card to tell truck what to do.

NEW! Not Available in any Store!

Over 10 inches long!

A. RESPONDS TO YOUR COMMANDS!

This monster truck gives you absolutely amazing power with a motor, sound effects and a unique device that uses barcodes to program its movement. Use the special "Code Pilot" to scan barcodes on the Code Card to tell the truck what to do. Connect the Code Pilot to the truck and watch the truck get to work! Arm up, arm down, claw open, dumper dump, truck forward, truck backwards, sound effects — YOU CALL THE SHOTS! And if that's not enough, flip the Code Card over to record and play back music with the Code Pilot. Requires 6 AA batteries not included.

Ages 11+. 1263 pieces.

#8479 Barcode Multi-Set $184.00

INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONS FOR 3 AWESOME ALTERNATE MODELS!

Auto-Drive Buggy
Robot
Satellite Truck
B. BUILD A HELICOPTER, DRAGSTER AND EVEN A ROBO-FIREFLY!

Then watch them glow when you activate the state-of-the-art Fiber Optic System (FOS). The FOS sends a red light through the clear cables so that your models look super-charged. Build a crank on the helicopter to turn the rotor — use the same crank on the robo-firefly to flap its wings. Then, speed the dragster across the floor and watch the pistons pump. Just for fun, use the same pieces to build a speedboat and a robot. Comes with a battery box that activates the fiber optics (requires 1 9V battery not included) and instructions to build 5 models (Robot not shown). Ages 10+. 398 pieces.

#8458 Fiber Optic Multi-Set $74.00

C. BLACK FALCON

Take to the skies in this turboprop plane. Like real planes, it features two turboprop motors, landing gear that folds up and locks into place and moveable wing flaps. Ready for the next challenge? Use the same pieces to build an off-shore cruiser with two outboard motors. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 67) to motorize the propellers on the main model. (Plane does not really fly.) Ages 10+. 470 pieces.

#8425 Black Falcon $49.50

NEW! Not Available in any Store!
BUILD YOUR OWN SPACE SHUTTLE!

Thank you for your order. You'll receive a free exclusive LEGO T-shirt with any new order of $5 or more placed before
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FREE Limited Edition T-shirt!
with any order of $75 or more placed before November 28, 1997.

Giving a gift to preferred LEGO Shop At Home customers like you has become a tradition. And, this year, place an order of $75 or more from this catalog before November 28, 1997 and we'll send you a FREE LEGO World Tour T-shirt. It's our way of saying "Thank you and Happy Holidays!" To receive your free T-shirt, use item number FT97 and include size on order form. Limit one free T-shirt per customer. Offer expires November 28, 1997. #FT97 Free LEGO World Tour T-Shirt

LEGO WORLD TOUR!
Not found in any store! This fun and rugged shirt is made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey and full cut body and shoulders ensure a comfortable fit. Machine wash and dry it as often as you like. It won't shrink or lose its shape and the water-based inks used in the designs are environmentally sound and retain their brilliant colors longer. Made in USA. (Please indicate size on order form).

To purchase additional shirts use item number: CT97
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $12.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $14.00

NEW!
Not Available in any Store!

Just Found — A Radical Rig...
for Shop at Home Customers Only!

Massive tractor trailers like this dominate the road — and now you can build one with your own two hands. This rig is loaded just like the real thing — from the six jumbo wheels to the shiny chrome exhaust pipes. Also includes one trucker ready to hit the roads.

Ages 7-12. 104 pieces.
#2148 Tractor Trailer Cab $11.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Great Gift Ideas for your LEGO Maniac

EXCLUSIVE LEGO T-SHIRTS!

You'll love these cool LEGO T-shirts! These fun and rugged shirts are made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey. Full cut body and shoulders ensure a comfortable fit. Machine wash and dry them as often as you like. They won't shrink or lose their shape and the water-based inks used in the designs are environmentally sound and retain their brilliant colors longer. Available in three bright and colorful, high quality screen prints shown. Made in USA.

Please indicate size on order form.

Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $12.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $14.00

A. #1134 LEGO Adventure T-shirt
B. #1135 LEGO Mania T-shirt
C. #TS01 Aquanaut T-shirt

D. LEGO MANIA™ HAT

Kids who love to build like crazy, will love their own LEGO Mania hat, featuring the LEGO MANIA! This six panel 100% brushed cotton cap features sturdy visor to keep the sun out of your eyes. Plus, the LEGO Mania design is stitched right into the hat (not a glue on patch) so your hat will look great for years. One size fits children ages 4 & up. Imported. #1192 LEGO Mania Hat $15.00

G. KEY CHAINS

Keep your keys on the coolest key chains in town! Suitable for ages 8 and up.

$3.50 each
#KC01 Tim
#KC02 Alien
#KC03 Chief
#9404 Castle Mojisto - not pictured
#9406 Police - not pictured
LEGO Adventures!

CRUISE INTO TIME AND WIN!

Just when you thought time travel was impossible...a crafty LEGO Time Twister asks you to play the All NEW LEGO Time Cruisers Board Game! Now it’s up to you and your friends to collect artifacts from four LEGO worlds and the player to return to Earth first wins. Be creative...take the time machine to different worlds...but watch out for the Time Twister! He guards the time machine and will pop up when you least expect it. And...he’s out to stop you! For 2-4 players, ages 8 and up. #GA01 Time Cruisers Board Game $19.95

IT’S MORE THAN A PUZZLE...

WILD WEST ACTION STARTS HERE!

Build a western mining town with wagon roads and even a 3-D mountain. Next, add your Wild West sets to create your own awesome Wild West adventures. Flatfoot Thompson can hide from Sheriff West in the rock mountain while the cavalry officers patrol the town for stagecoach bandits. When you’re finished playing with Flatfoot and his friends, flip the puzzle over to create a Wild West scene on the reverse side.

Ages 5-12, 150 pieces
P240 Wild West 3-D Floor Puzzle $16.00

dish Certificate

Say Happy Holiday to Far-Away Friends with a LEGO Shop at Home Gift Certificate, the perfect present for any occasion. To order yours, simply write "Gift Certificate" on the order form and any amount $10 or over (amounts over $10, please make in $5 increments). We will send the certificate with a copy of our current catalog and your best wishes — to either your recipient’s address or your own.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day